October 2018

Daily
after edition
Wait - what? CaDansa is over already? It really flew by! So... it's a good think we have this postCaDaily and a lot of photos and videos to look back at. En we've something to look forward to as well:
next year's CaDansa! Thank you all for a fantastic CaDansa festival. Bzzzzzzzz!"

Rumours

Save the date!

• CaDansa goes underground…We heard the
organising team ended up dancing in the
parking of the hotel…
•People in the sleep-in woke up with
musicians playing a Fandango, and
some people were still very
energetic after CaDansa!
• The guys from Nubia
Sick of all the bee
didn't only get a big, warm
puns? Yea, they bug
applaus but also some pieces
of lingerie thrown at them!
me too…

CaDansa will be back 24-27 October, not in
Duiven, but somewhere in the
Netherlands… We will keep you posted :)

photos and videos
We found some really
talented photographers that
dared to catch the atmosphere of
CaDansa in photo and video. And
they did a really good job! Some of
them were really quick to edit
everything and put it online. So
whenever you feel sad about CaDansa
being over, just go www.cadansa.nl/
cadansa-2018 to find photos and videos.
Some to add? Mail to info@cadansa.nl
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Bees for bees
Did you buy a bee broche to help out the
bees? Thank you! We collected € 124,50
for the Butterfly Foundation. Forgot to
buy a bee? You can still support the bees
by donating to the Butterfly Foundation
with this link or by planting flowers in
your garden. Didn’t plant the CaDansa
seeds of 2017 yet? They will still grow into
beautiful flowers when you plant them
the coming spring!

Lost and found
Did you forget something at CaDansa? We
still have some lost and found… Please email to info@cadansa.nl when there’s
something you really want to have back.

